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Abstract: Cold-drawn steel rods and wires retain significant residual stresses as a consequence 
of the manufacturing process. These residual stresses are known to be detrimental for the 
mechanical properties of the wires and their durability in aggressive environments. Steel 
makers are aware of the problem and have developed post-drawing processes to try and re
duce the residual stresses on the wires. The present authors have studied this problem for a 
number of years and have performed a detailed characterization of the residual stress state 
inside cold-drawn rods, including both experimental and numerical techniques. High-energy 
synchrotron sources have been particularly useful for this research. The results have shown 
how residual stresses evolve as a consequence of cold-drawing and how they change with sub
sequent post-drawing treatments. The authors have been able to measure for the first time a 
complete residual strain profile along the diameter in both phases (ferrite and cementite) of a 
cold-drawn steel rod. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Steel wires and rods are widely used in industry, as 
cables for bridges and as reinforcements in pre-
stressed concrete structures and car tyres (steel 
cords). Prestressing steel wires have a lamellar pear-
litic microstructure (0.8% C) with two phases: ferrite 
(approx. 90%vol.) and cementite (approx. 10%vol.). 
They are fabricated by cold-drawing, which consists 
of reducing the diameter in a step-wise manner. To 
this end the initial rod is pulled through a series of 
conical dies with decreasing diameters, until the fi
nal wire is obtained. As a consequence, a sharp wire 
texture is developed, the ferrite /cementite lamellae 
are elongated along the wire axis, and the interla-
mellar spacing is decreased. In addition, residual 
stresses are generated owing to the heterogeneous 
deformation imparted to the rod during the process. 
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It is known that the mechanical behaviour of the 
wires (tensile strength and toughness) is mainly 
controlled by the microstructure [1-3]. On the oth
er hand, the durability (fatigue and environmen
tally assisted cracking) is also influenced by the 
residual stresses generated during drawing. This 
was repor-ted a long time ago, but published re
sults for these particular steels were barely quanti
tative [4, 5]. 

The durability of prestressing steel wires in aggres
sive environments (i.e. bridges near or on the coastline) 
is dominated by two factors: surface defects and resi
dual stresses at the surface region [6]. In commercial 
products, little can be done about surface defects be
cause they come from the initial rod. Some of them are 
eliminated during cold-drawing, but most remain 
(stretched along the wire axis). Consequently, it is more 
productive to focus on residual stress control. The 
steelmakers are aware of the problem and they have 
developed post-drawing treatments to improve the 
durability of prestressing wires in aggressive environ
ments. Their approach was purely empirical though, 
because reliable residual stress data were lacking. The 
question is how to 'design' the best residual stress 



profile in order to enhance wire durability in aggressive 
environments. 

The development of powerful experimental tech
niques (i.e. neutron and synchrotron diffraction) 
has allowed the measurement of residual strains 
in a non-destructive fashion inside prestressing steel 
wires and rods [6-8]. The present authors have stud
ied this problem for a number of years and have 
carried out a detailed characterization of the resi
dual stress state inside cold-drawn rods, including 
both experimental and numerical techniques [6, 9-
12]. The results have shown how residual stresses 
evolve as a consequence of cold-drawing and how 
they change with subsequent post-drawing treat
ments. The use of high-energy synchrotron sources 
has been particularly useful for this research. 
Residual strain scanning has allowed the obtaining 
of reliable quantitative residual stress profiles with 
high spatial resolution. In particular, the authors 
have been able to measure, for the first time, a com
plete residual strain profile along the diameter in 
both phases (ferrite and cementite) of a cold-drawn 
steel rod [9]. In addition, the experimental data were 
used to validate the results of numerical simulations 
of the cold-drawing process [9, 10]. Moreover, these 
results have been successfully correlated with the 
mechanical performance and durability of these 
steels, particularly with fracture owing to hydrogen 
embrittlement [13]. 

The aim of the current paper is to show the use
fulness of synchrotron radiation to improve existing 
cold-drawing processes and post-drawing treat
ments by using high-resolution strain scanning. 
Results obtained by the authors using synchrotron 
radiation will be updated and summarized. The 
problems associated with residual stress characteri
zation in prestressing steel wires and rods will be 
addressed. In addition, data obtained from finite el
ement modelling of the cold-drawing process will 
be compared with experimental results. 

2 MATERIALS 

The results corresponding to two different steel rods 
are presented in this paper. Both have a fully pearli-
tic microstructure (0.8% C) but they have different 
diameters and they have been subjected to different 
cold-drawing processes. The first one was cold-
drawn in one pass from a 20 mm diameter bar up 
to a final diameter of 18 mm (a 20 per cent reduction 
in section). True strain given by drawing reaches 
0.2, as calculated by 2ln(<f0/

<i,f), where <f0 and <ff 
are the initial (20 mm) and final (18 mm) diameters, 
respectively. The drawing process was thoroughly 

controlled and the bars were kept straight during 
the whole process. Further details are given in ref
erence [14]. The second material is a commercial 
prestressing steel rod. In this case, the initial rod 
(12 mm diameter) is subjected to a multi-step draw
ing process (eight steps in total) until the diameter 
corresponding to the final product (5.2 mm) is 
reached. Total section reduction is 81 per cent 
and true strain is 1.7. Further details are given in 
reference [11]. From this material, three different 
samples were studied. They have the same micro-
structure and very similar mechanical properties 
and they differ in their residual stress state, as out
lined below. 

1. 'As-drawn': resulting from cold-drawing without 
any post-drawing treatment. 

2. 'Stabilized': subjected to a thermo-mechanical 
treatment after drawing with the aim of reduc
ing the residual stress level. 

3. 'Rolled': stabilized plus surface rolling (the pro
cedure is described in reference [6]). This pro
duces a small plastic deformation on the wire 
surface, analogous to a 'massage'. Compressive 
residual stresses can be induced on the wire sur
face by this procedure. 

The microstructure in both materials is fully 
pearlitic, as corresponds to the eutectoid point 
(0.8% C). In the micrographs obtained by scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) (Fig. 1), both the 
initial (12 mm diameter) and the 'as-drawn' rod 
(5.2 mm diameter) corresponding to the commer
cial prestressing steel rod are shown. It can be seen 
that the microstructure is fairly isotropic in the 
initial rod, with the ferrite /cementite lamellae 
randomly oriented, as shown in Figs 1(a) and (b). 
After drawing, the lamellae are considerably thin
ner (interlamellar spacing around 100 nm) and 
mainly aligned in the drawing direction, which 
coincides with the rod axis, as seen in Figs 1(c) 
and(d). 

For the sake of comparison, the 18 mm rod sam
ple will be referred to as the lightly drawn material 
and the 5.2 mm prestressing rods will be called 
severely drawn materials. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

High-energy X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments 
were performed at the ID15A beamline of the ESRF 
(Grenoble, France). The beamline was operated 
with a superconducting wavelength shifter (SCWS) 
as insertion device and a critical energy of 95.8 keV. 
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Fig. 1 Microstructure of the severely drawn pearlitic steel rod. Initial rod before drawing: (a) 
transverse cross-section, (b) longitudinal section; and 'as-drawn' rod: (c) transverse cross-
section, and (d) longitudinal section. The drawing direction (parallel to the rod axis) is per
pendicular to the paper in (a) and (c) and lies in the paper (vertical direction) in 
(b) and (d). The light features correspond to the cementite and the dark regions between 
cementite lamellae are occupied by ferrite, which is etched by the reagent employed (Nital 
2 per cent) 

The diffraction patterns were collected in white 
beam configuration (energy dispersive). In the 
experiments with the lightly drawn material, one Ge 
detector was used (resolution AÉ/E-0.001) whereas 
two detectors (horizontal and vertical) were used 
with the severely drawn material. This means that 
two directions of strain could be measured at the 
same time in the latter. As regards the scattering 
angle, it was set to 3.5° and 5° for the lightly and 
severely drawn materials, respectively. 

In all samples strain scanning was performed in 
the three principal directions of the rods (axial, ra
dial, and hoop) along a complete rod diameter. The 
scanning step was set to 0.75 mm in the lightly drawn 
material. In this case, the incident slit dimensions 
were varied between 0.15X0.15 and 0.4 X 0.4mm2 

whereas the receiving slit was set to 0.05 mm width. 
In the severely drawn samples, the incident slit di
mensions were 0.1 X 0.1mm2, the receiving slit was 
set to 0.1mm, and the scanning step was 0.1mm. 
Consequently, the gauge volume has the form of an 
elongated diamond, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Strain analysis can be carried out by substituting 
the photon energy in Bragg's law 

1 

=hkl he 
dhki sin 6 (1) 

where h is the Planck's constant, c is the speed of 
light in vacuum, 29 is the scattering angle, and <ihk] 

and £hkl are respectively the lattice spacing and en
ergy of the hkl reflection. The strain for every (hkl) 
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the gauge volume 
employed in the synchrotron strain scanning 
experiments (severely drawn materials) for the 
three directions: axial, radial, and hoop (all 
dimensions are scaled) 

set of planes can be obtained from the variation in 
ii-spacing 

d 
£hkl: hkl -d° 

"hkl 
"hkl 

£hkl ~ £hkl 

£hkl 
(2) 

where shki is the longitudinal strain in the direction 
of the scattering vector, and d^kl and E^kl are the 
unstressed lattice spacing and corresponding ener
gy of the hkl reflection, respectively. Once the 
strain components are calculated by equation (2), 
the stresses are computed through the following 
equation 

S2/2 
Si 

S2/2 + 3Si 
SySfafc (3) 

where 5y- is the Kronecker's delta function, Si and 
S2/2 are the diffraction elastic constants (DEC) and 
the summation convention is employed (repeated 
index). The DECs employed for the ferrite {110} 
reflection were calculated from the single crystal 
elastic constants (Kroner model): Si = -1.175 X 
10"1 2m2 /N, S2/2 = 5.925X 10"1 2m2 /N. In the case 
of the cementite phase, data reported in the litera
ture were used for the {122} reflection [9]: 
Si = -1.469 X 10"1 2m2 /N, S2/2 = 7.119 X 10"1 2m2 /N. 

A moderate (110) fibre axis texture was found in 
the lightly drawn material [9]. In this case, single 
peak analysis was performed in both phases. A 
pseudo-Voigt function was used for analysis of the 
{110} reflection of the ferrite phase. On the other 
hand, strain scanning in the cementite phase was 
performed using the {122} reflection. This reflection 
was chosen because it does not present any overlap
ping, which makes the analysis easier. An example 
of the collected diffractograms (axial component at 
the rod core) is shown in Fig. 3 [9]. The ferrite peaks 
are much more intense than the cementite ones, 
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Fig. 3 Example of the collected diffractograms at the 
ID15A beamline (ESRF) in energy scale (axial com
ponent at the rod core). The ferrite reflections are 
pointed out and the inset shows the cementite re
flections in the spectral range 100 to 150keV. The 
arrow corresponds to the 122 reflection, which 
does not overlap with any other reflection, and 
was chosen for the strain analysis {Reprinted from 
[9] with permission from Elsevier.) 

which are almost hidden in the background. The 
cementite reflections in the spectral range between 
100 and 150 keV (between the ferrite 110 and 200 re
flections) are shown in the insert. The {122} cemen
tite reflection is located at 115keV in this case 
(which corresponds to a lattice spacing of 1.766A). 
The stress-free lattice parameter for ferrite was mea
sured from iron filings and for cementite it was cal
culated by assuming self-equilibrium (details are 
given in reference [9]). Residual macrostresses in 
the pearlitic material were determined by using the 
ferrite and cementite phase stresses, weighted with 
their relative percentages (rule of mixtures, in this 
case 90 per cent ferrite and 10 per cent cementite). 
Ferrite and cementite stresses are depicted in Fig. 4. 
The macrostress profile in the axial direction is 
shown in Fig. 5, together with the ferrite and 
cementite phase stresses. To the authors' knowl
edge, this is the first time that a complete residual 
stress profile is reported in both phases (ferrite and 
cementite) of a cold-drawn eutectoid rod. 

The severely drawn material shows a sharp (110) 
fibre axis texture [11]. The effect of texture can be 
seen in Fig. 6, where typical diffraction patterns for 
the radial-hoop and axial directions of the rods are 
depicted [15]. In the axial direction, most of the 
ferrite reflections except (110) have almost disap
peared. Full pattern structure refinement (LeBail) 
was performed and the calculated intensities, the 
difference between observed and calculated values 
and the ferrite and cementite reflections, are also 
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Fig. 4 Stress profiles obtained from synchrotron X-ray diffraction in the light drawn material: 
(a) ferrite and (b) cementite phase {Reprinted from [9] with permission from Elsevier.) 

shown in Fig. 6. The signal from the cementite 
phase is very low, and the (122) reflection has dis
appeared, as shown in the inset in Fig. 6(b). 
Consequently, in this material only results for the 
ferrite phase are reported. Full pattern refinement 
was performed in the radial and hoop directions, 
whereas single peak fitting using the 110 reflection 
was carried out in the axial direction. 

In this case, the ferrite stress-free lattice parameter 
was not measured. As the residual stress state in the 
central portion of the 'stabilized' sample is hydro
static, an approximate d0 was calculated by averaging 
the measured lattice spacing in the three principal 
directions corresponding to this region [11]. The cal
culated residual stress profiles for the three samples 
studied are given in Figs 7 to 9 [15]. The use of 

synchrotron radiation allows the obtaining of data 
with high spatial resolution (0.1mm steps), which in 
turn produces very smooth stress profiles. 

For the 'as-drawn' sample, the residual stress 
profiles are similar to those measured in the ferrite 
phase of the lightly drawn material (compare 
Figs 4(a) and 7). Axial residual stresses are compres
sive at the rod centre, with values close to -800MPa, 
and they increase their value towards the surface. 
The hoop stresses, on the other hand, are mostly ten
sile, with values ranging from 0 to 300 MPa. As 
regards the radial stresses, they are negligible and 
almost constant along the rod diameter. 

The stabilizing treatment is very effective in 
reducing the residual stresses generated by cold-
drawing (compare Figs 7 and 8). The residual stress 
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Fig. 5 Axial residual stresses in the ferrite and cementite 
phases of the lightly drawn steel rod as measured 
by synchrotron radiation. Macro-stresses were 
computed from the phase stresses weighted with 
their relative volume fractions (90 per cent ferrite, 
10 per cent cementite) [9]. In this case the lines 
only serve as a guide for the eye {Reprinted from 
[9] with permission from Elsevier.) 

field in the 'stabilized' sample is almost constant 
along the rod diameter. This is particularly notice
able for the axial component, where the high com
pressive stresses at the rod centre almost disappear, 
and the resulting profile is much smoother than in 
the 'as-drawn' sample. 

On the other hand, the 'rolled' samples show a 
different residual stress field (see Fig. 9). The axial 
stresses are tensile at the rod centre (between 200 
and 250 MPa) and tend to compressive values at the 
surface. The hoop and radial stresses have a similar 
behaviour, with tensile values at the rod centre 
(maximum around 100 MPa). 

The residual stress profiles corresponding to the 
ferrite phase are clearly unbalanced in the 'as-
drawn' and 'rolled' samples (see Figs 7 and 9). This 
is attributed to the fact that the contribution of the 

cementite phase is not accounted for. The situation 
is improved in the 'stabilized' sample, owing to the 
small residual stress values obtained. For example, 
in the 'as-drawn' sample the axial residual stresses 
are always negative, whereas the hoop stresses are 
always positive. Cementite phase stress profiles 
obtained in the lightly drawn material show that the 
axial stresses oscillate between 1000 and 2000 MPa, 
whereas the radial and hoop stresses range from 
-2000 to -1000 MPa [9]. If a similar behaviour is 
assumed for the current case, the cementite stresses 
would help to achieve the balance, because the axial 
profile would be displaced up and the hoop one 
would be displaced down. 

The stress distribution in the rod after drawing 
was computed by finite element modelling. A 
numerical model using the code ABAQUS was 
developed for this purpose [16]. An elastoplastic law 
with strain hardening was chosen to model the rod 
behaviour. The experimental stress-strain curve of 
the initial rod (before drawing) was used as the con
stitutive equation. The drawing process was simu
lated by forcing the wire to pass through the die and 
imposing the displacement of the front end of the 
wire. The die was modelled as an elastic material. 
The contact between the wire and the die was 
reproduced with a Coulomb friction coefficient (sev
eral calculations were performed with values rang
ing from 0.01 to 0.2). Residual stresses were 
calculated at the end of the process, when the whole 
rod had passed through the die, in a zone where the 
stationary state had been reached. 

A correction was employed to include the aniso-
tropy of drawn pearlite. As a first approximation to 
represent the anisotropy, the Hill yield criterion was 
chosen. A user's subroutine in ABAQUS was defined 
to change the yield stresses in the different planar 
directions according to the progressive alignment of 
the cementite lamellae [10, 16]. 

The axial macrostresses in the lightly drawn 
material (calculated from the synchrotron measure
ments) are compared with the finite element simu
lations in Fig. 10 [10]. The agreement between 
experimental and numerical results is good, espe
cially when the anisotropy is taken into account. 
The numerical model without anisotropy overesti
mates the real values of residual macrostresses par
ticularly at the rod centre and at the surface. 

Figure 11 shows the calculated profiles of axial 
macro-residual stresses along the rod diameter as a 
function of the relative depth in the as-drawn, stabi
lized, and rolled rods. If the calculated stress profiles 
are compared with the experimental results for the 
ferrite phase (especially for the as-drawn and rolled 
rods) it can be seen that the shape is similar 
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Fig. 6 Example of the collected diffractograms at the ID15A beamline (ESRF) for the severely 
drawn material [15]. The original results were converted to pseudo constant wavelength 
data (using a 0.180 A wavelength): (a) hoop and radial components, and (b) axial compo
nent. The observed and calculated intensities are shown, along with the difference curve 
and the ferrite and cementite reflections. The inset in (b) shows that the cementite 122 re
flection has disappeared (axial component) 

(compare Fig. 11 with Figs 7 and 9). The results are 
different though, because cementite strains could 
not be measured in this case. 

The hydrogen susceptibility of the three sets of rods 
was measured by using the International Federation 
for Prestressing, ammonium thiocyanate (FIP) test. Six 



Fig. 7 Residual stress profiles obtained from the synchrotron measurements in the ferrite phase 
of the 'as-drawn' steel rod (severely drawn material) [15]. Error bars are smaller than the 
symbols employed 

Fig. 8 Residual stress profiles obtained from the synchrotron measurements in the ferrite phase 
of the 'stabilized' steel rod (severely drawn material) [15]. Error bars are smaller than the 
symbols employed 

samples of each type of steel, following the ISO recom
mendation [17], were tested. The average time to rup
ture was: 2.0 h for the as-drawn wires, 4.2 h for the 
stabilized wires, and 12.0 h for the rolled wires [13]. It 
has been shown that the residual stresses in the surface 
region of the rod (up to a depth of approximately 
0.75 mm) are the key parameter controlling the time to 
rupture in this test [13]. Consequently, the durability in 
aggressive environments can be significantly improved 
with a careful 'design' of the residual stress profile. 

4 SUMMARY AND FINAL COMMENTS 

Synchrotron strain scanning is a very powerful tech
nique for experimental strain analysis in cold-drawn 
steel rods. Residual strain/stress profiles with high 
spatial resolution can be obtained together with pe
netration depths comparable to neutrons (i.e. full 
diameter measurements in a 18 mm diameter steel 
rod). The use of high-energy white beam configura
tion is very useful in this case. 
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Fig. 10 Axial residual macrostresses in the lightly 
drawn steel rod. A comparison is shown 
between the values of the finite element simu
lation and those computed from the synchro
tron measurements [10]. The results of the 
finite element simulation when the anisotropy 
is not considered are also shown {Reprinted 
from [10] with permission from Elsevier.) 

the final drawing step determines the resulting resi
dual stress profile. 

Residual stresses computed by numerical simu
lation were compared with experimental results 
obtained with synchrotron strain scanning. The 
agreement is good when both phases of the pearli-
tic steel rod (i.e. ferrite and cementite) can be mea
sured by diffraction. Despite the low volume 
fraction of cementite (around 10 per cent) its con
tribution to the macro-residual stress cannot be 
ignored if accurate values are needed. 

A detailed knowledge of the residual stress pro
files may help to improve the performance of cold-
drawn steel rods. Residual stresses are not always 
harmful. It was demonstrated that compressive resi
dual stresses at the rod surface enhance the durabil
ity in aggressive environments. In fact, the time to 
rupture of the rods in the FIP ammonium thyocia-
nate test can be multiplied by six with an adequate 
residual stress state. 

Consequently, the use of synchrotron radiation 
has been very useful to improve existing cold-draw
ing processes and post-drawing treatments by using 
high-resolution strain scanning. 

Residual stress profiles were obtained in two 
materials with a different degree of cold-drawing: 
lightly and severely drawn. Despite the difference in 
the values of the true strain achieved in both materi
als, the resulting stress profiles are quite similar. It 
seems that the cold-drawing process erases the pre
vious residual stress history of the material and only 
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